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0 
BEGINNINGS • NAIVETY • AWE 

THE FOOL 
Before we come into this world we exist as a part of the void. 

We are nothingness, and though that may seem frightening, it 
allows us infinite potential. If we are nothing, we can become 
anything. This card is one of new beginnings: our first breath, 
our first choice, our first step in a long journey. The Fool is the 
hero who must adventure through the unknown and learn 
the lessons offered in each card of the Major Arcana. 

Fron1 the beginning I wanted this card to feature a small 
figure in an impressive landscape to invoke a feeling of awe. 
However, a landscape on its own wasn't creating enough 
interest and mystery to suit the way I wanted The Fool to feel. 
That's when the massive doorway appeared in my sketches. 
Only a sliver of the landscape remains visible beyond this 
gateway and adds to the idea of crossing a threshold into a 
new and unknown world. It is a portal from non-existence to 
existence, from O to 1. 

The doorway's guardian offers various gestures and 
mudras. One hand is welcoming, another warning to slow 
down and take heed, another suggesting a meditative pose, 
and more seeming to gently pull at the darkness to reveal the 
world beyond. 

*** 
This card asks ... What are you beginning? With what 

mindset are you stepping into it? What opportunities await 
you if you take a risk? What is new and unknown to you, and 
how do you feel about it? What advice should you heed? 
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I 
MANIFESTATION • CONNECTION • INFLUENCE 

THE MAGICIAN 
The Magician is an unwitting master of communication, 

sometimes unaware of his abilities but absorbed in the results. 
His skill at communication is able to draw ideas down to 
manifest them in reality. Like a spider he weaves a beautiful 
web of perfect connections, or spins a reality that ensnares 
you in his trap. Regardless of what he decides to manifest, 
it is powerful, beautiful, and magnetic - a dance which you 
long to be a part of. 

I often associate this card with artists, musicians, and 
writers who make enchanting work but risk falling prey to 
romanticizing the creative life. It's the power of a strong voice, 
but you must be discerning about your words or risk sending 
the wrong message. It's the uncanny ability to make things 
happen, and a reminder to focus that ability on what you 
truly want to manifest in your life. 

My love of spiders began at a young age when I spied a 
huge garden spider, all striped in black and gold and spanning 
the size of my hand. Watching a spider weave a web is 
enchanting, mesmerizing, as it appears to tiptoe through the 
air in a patterned dance. The spider and its web represent 
the ability to manifest and create while the peonies and the 
pawing hands represent the sensuous temptation of power 
and charm that can distract from your goals. 

*** 
This card asks ... What are you manifesting and for what 

purpose? Are you being distracted from creating what you 
want by the temptations that power and influence bring? How 
do you influence others and how do others influence you? 
How does your process of creation connect you to others? 
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II 
INTUITION • THE UNKNOWN • SECRETS 

THE HIGH PRIESTESS 
The waves churn and stars seem to descend, glimmering. 

Both the sea and sky are infinite and unknown - the moon 
and the water speak to cycles, emotions, and intuition. Who 
knows what secrets lie deep beneath the black waters? What 
little of space can we observe with our naked senses? The High 
Priestess is the Keeper of the Void. She knows what we left 
behind when we began our journey in this world and she asks 
us not to fear the unknown, for we already carry its secrets 
in our bones. 

I often use the pomegranate as a symbol in my work. In 
this piece it refers to the myth of Persephone, who is able to 
travel between the world of the living and the world of the 
dead, a power (or curse) granted to her by consuming the 
seeds of a pomegranate. The veil represents not on1y secrets 
and hidden worlds, but the spirit of The High Priestess which 
expands into the sky above and blends into the waves below. 

*** 
This card asks .. . What secrets are you holding? What parts 

of yourself are obscured to your own conscious self? How 
can you dive into those unknown places? What information 
are you missing that cannot be observed with the senses and 
isn't provided by logic? What don't you know? How can you 
access what was previously inaccessible? 
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III 
ABUNDANCE • BEAUTY • SENSUALITY 

THE EMPRESS 
The Empress is a celebration of all things sensual and 

beautiful - delicious foods, fine fabrics, art, jewels, and good 
company. She is the spring bursting forth with blooms, the 
summer's honey overflowing, the autumn's boughs heavy 
with fruit . She collects the things that make life full and shares 
her abundant pleasures with all who know her. 

When it came time to create this card I dreamt of a friend 
of mine. In the dream she had a secret room where she kept 
sensual, earthy treasures heaped like a dragon's hoard. She 
showed me a pomegranate made from gold and jewels, a book 
larger than a doorway that was filled with beautiful paintings, 
and gorgeously patterned rugs and fabrics draping the walls 
and floor. She shared this inspiration with me, then sent me 
out into the world to bring more treasures back to her. It 
reminded me so much of The Empress that I used her and the 
dream as inspiration for this card. 

My role in this dream reminded me of the bees tattooed on 
my friend's arm. I was given inspiration and instructed to go 
out into the world and return with more inspiring treasures, 
much like bees are nourished by the hive and go out into the 
world, returning with pollen to create honey. The Empress 
is the queen bee, th.e jeweled fruit, the keeper of abundance, 
and she generously shares that magic with us. 

*** 
This card asks .. . Where is there abundance in your life? 

Where are you lacking abundance? What nourishment do 
you give to yourself and others? What pleasures are you 
enjoying in life? What is your relationship with sensuality, 
beauty, and pleasure? 
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IV 
FOUNDATION • PROTECTION • STEWARDSHIP 

THE EMPEROR 
The Emperor withstands the weight of time and the trials 

of life. He is a solid oak tree growing in the forest: difficult 
to sway, impossible to move. But that fortress of an oak with 
its strong limbs and tough bark also provides thousands of 
creatures shelter from storms and predators. Each year when 
autumn turns he lays plans for other leafy strongholds and 
tucks them away beneath the shells of many acorns. 

I've found that the ''masculine power" that The Emperor 
is associated with turns people off, leading to negative 
interpretations and reactions to this card. As I was developing 
ideas for this painting I focused on finding inspiration that 
resonated with me and wasn't associated with common 
notions of toxic masculinity, and one day it came to me. I 
went on an off-trail wander through the woods with my dad. 
Along the way he pried open a rotten log to reveal a treasure 
trove of acorns that some squirrel had forgotten. They had 
all begun to sprout soft green shoots, tiny things that would 
one day be a source of food and safety for many creatures in 
those woods. 

To be a person who bui lds strong foundations, who 
protects those who need protection, who provides security 
by planning ahead - those are the traits of The Emperor. 

** * 
This card asks ... What are the strong foundations in your 

life? Who do you provide foundat ion for? When do you feel 
safe? How do you give yourself and others a sense of security? 
What plans have you laid for your future? Where have you 
given yourself and others room to grow and flourish? 
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V 
BOUNDARIES • SYSTEMS • SKILL 

THE HIEROPHANT 
The Hierophant is about boundaries, systems, and skill. 

We need to categorize the world in order to understand it, and 
The Hierophant is the master of those systems: Language, 
math, psychology, time ... anything that captures the abstract 
in a measured box. Even the light that illuminates The 
Hierophant's study is filtered through hundreds of precisely 
cut and colored glass shards. 

The H ierophant is often associated with tradition, religion, 
and education - all things that create order where there 
would otherwise be abstract and intangible ideas. We must 
name things in order to communicate easily with each other. 
In the giving of a name we define what that thing is, and in 
doing so can sometimes limit what it can become. Boundaries 
are important for defining our limits, systems help us to 
understand and measure our world, and skill is the gift that 
comes with ages of practice with a craft. However, we must 
remember that the tools that define our world do not always 
provide us with meaning. 

The Hierophant's headdress is inspired by old astronomical 
devices and scientific tools: theastrolabe,armillary spheres, the 
compass, clocks, and calipers. The stained glass is reminiscent 
of a church and the classic meanings for this card. 

*** 
This card asks .. . Where do you need more structure in 

your life? How will you implement that structure? What 
boundaries do you need to establish for yourself and others? 
Are the current boundaries in your life helpful or harmful? Do 
you know your limits? What do you need to be more precise 
with? What skills do you need to practice? 
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VI 
BELONGI NG • PASSION • CHOICE 

THE LOVERS 
The Lovers are driven by a single passion - against all 

odds, despite the plans others have made for them, they must 
find their meaning. There is something in the world made 
for them, some design crafted perfectly for them. They are a 
strange flower that only choses to bloom for a rare and dusty 
moth. A single key for a mysterious lock. A beautiful song 
that can only be sung by a gathering of specific voices, at a 
certain time, in a certain place. This is the moment when, 
in all the billions of years of chaos, something insignificant 
seems to bloom with perfect meaning. 

To say that The Lovers card is only a symbol of love would 
be oversimplifying things. The card is about finding something 
that seems so perfect that you'd be will ing to trust your gut 
over facts and deviate from well-made plans. I couldn't help but 
think of the story of the Morgan's sphinx moth. The existence 
of this moth was predicted long·before its discovery. There's a 
species of orchid with a deep nectar reservoir, so deep that no 
known creature could reach its depths. So, it was theorized 
that a creature must exist with a proboscis long enough to 
pollinate the orchid. And indeed, the creature made perfectly 
to pollinate this flower was later discovered. 

This card asks ... Where do you feel you belong? What 
are you passionate about? How does your passion influence 
your choices? When has something in your life resonated so 
powerfully with you that you made a choice you otherwise 
wouldn't have? When making a choice, what guides you? 
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VII 
INSPIRATION • DIRECTION• COOPERATION 

THE CHARIOT 
The Chariot guides the sun and moon through the 

heavens; It is a great collaboration of wings and willpower. 
Without direction, the thread that creates the chariot would 
be a shapeless tangle of knots . The warp and weft, despite 
running in opposite directions, weave together and in their 
union create the enchanted tapestry that moves us towards an 
end. No part of this journey would be possible on our own; we 
should remember all who aided us, all who lent us a moment 
to inspire and motivate us. You are the uniting factor. You 
chose to move forward towards your goals, but The Chariot 
is made of many threads. 

The Chariot is the uniting of opposites, movement, 
transit ion, and the parade of heavenly bodies through the sky. 
The flying cranes are reflected in the design on the figure's 
cloak. In the air they are wild and chaotic, but on the cloak 
their necks weave together gracefully. The light is indicative 
of twilight or dawn, the intersection of night and day, the sun 
and the moon sharing the sky. 

* * * 

This card asks ... what ideas have you been keeping separate 
that may work better together? What in your life needs unity 
or direction? What momentum do you have and where are you 
headed with it? Who or what provides you with inspiration? 
Have you shown gratitude for everything and everyone that 
has helped you achieve your dreams? 
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VIII 
BRAVERY• ENDURANCE • WILLPOWER 

STRENGTH 
Strength is knowing what battles to fight in order to 

overcome your obstacles in the long run. Strength can split 
a sword with her own hands - she destroys her opposition 
entirely instead of fighting battle after battle with a sword of 
her own. She endures, melting the blade with her will though 
her hands bleed. Her power lies in vulnerability. Where others 
hide behind suits of armor, she bravely bares her heart. 

There is a wise power that comes from enduring hardships 
and sitting with our struggles. It's an understanding of 
what we're made of, what we are capable of, and gives us 
an unwavering strength that allows us to fearlessly expose 
the vulnerable underbelly of our being. It's a knowledge that 
you can and will overcome all obstacles, a conviction in your 
beliefs, and the ability to discern the best battles to fight so 
you're not soul-weary from constant warring. After all, why 
draw your own sword to fight back when, with one touch, 
you can melt the enemy's sword and end the fight? 

*** 
This card asks ... how do you define strength? What are 

your own strengths? What sources do you draw from when you 
need strength? What is your relationship with vulnerability? 
What obstacles are you struggling with and how can you 
rethink how you approach them? Are you fighting a battle it 
would be better to walk away from? Who or what in your life 
requires your bravery right now? 
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IX 
INTROSPECTION• SOLITUDE• OBSERVATION 

THE HERMIT 
The Hermit finds their wisdom in journeying - both 

inside and out. The observation of the world outside reflects 
the introspection of the inner world. There is magic to be 
found in the solitude of winter, the vastness of night, and 
the wandering stars. When a meteorite falls to the earth, 
completing its pilgrimage through the void, the Hermit will 
be found there collecting its precious knowledge. 

In this card a strange meteorite crashes to earth after 
a long hermitage through the unknown, bringing with it a 
glow of wisdom for those who seek it out. I love the imagery 
of a meteor arriving from the void and lighting up in the 
atmosphere like the hermit's curious lantern. The hermit sits 
upon the meteorite, eyes aglow like stars as they wander the 
universe within themself, just as the meteorite wandered the 
universe above. Some scientists speculate that the discovery of 
meteorites rich with iron led to an Iron Age for the indigineous 
peoples of Greenland, a perfect exam pie of meteorites bringing 
gifts and knowledge from the void. 

* * * 

This card asks ... What solitary journeys have you been 
on lately? Do you value solitude? What gifts could a time 
of solitude and contemplation bring you? What does your 
inner landscape look like? To who or where do you go when 
you need advice and wisdom? When did you last take a step 
back to observe yourself and the world around you instead of 
taking action within it? 
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X 
LUCK • CHANGE • PATTERNS 

THE WHEEL 
The wheel spins above us in an endless dance. It leads the 

stars and seasons through the steps, spinning and spinning 
and spinning. All that comes up will come down, and up 
again. All mountains will wash into sand, melt into magma, 
and form new stone that will lift into mountains once again. 
The naked trees will effloresce, draping themselves in green 
gowns and delicious jewels. And they will shed their finery 
and go naked again into the winter months. 

The Wheel is a constant change that we can rely on. When 
you take action, there will be a reaction. The wheel or circle 
has been an important symbol in many cultures throughout 
the world. As creatures that experience time linearly, that 
sometimes feel like we're hurtling in a straight line towards 
our physical undoing, it's a gift to find loops and circles both 
in our internal patterns and the natural world around us. It's 
reassuring. We are pattern seekers, and the circle calls to us 
again and again. 

The imagery of this card was inspired by a trip I took 
to NYC. Originally I had gone to see some art shows, but 
on the train ride down there was a blizzard and everything 
was canceled. By chance I found out that The Cloisters had 
an exhibition on the origins of Tarot and I was able to view 
many early hand-painted and woodblock printed cards on 
my visit. It wasn't what I planned for, but f rode the wave of 
change and found myself a magical experience. The creatures 
spinning the wheel can be found on one of the columns in 
The Cloisters. 



* 
** *** 
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*** 

This card asks .. . Do you struggle against change, or do 
you fol low the steps of the dance and find your place within 
the complex tapestry of mystery and magic? Do you wait for 
the world to whisper its secrets to you, or do you create your 
own meaning? (Both are valid ways to experience the world!) 
What needs to be revisited? What patterns are you finding in 
your life? 
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XI 
BALANCE • FAIRNESS • TRUTH 

JUSTICE 
How we judge the world around us begins with how we 

judge ourselves. Sometimes we're like flighty songbirds: we 
lack discipline, we don't take responsibility for our actions, and 
we think we can do no wrong. Other times we're the vulture 
and the eagle: we're quick to judge ourselves, and picking away 
at our own hearts can lead to frustration, despair, and self
loathing. Justice balances the weight of these examinations, 
using the sword to clip the wings of unnecessary thoughts. 

Justice is about fairness, balance, and truth - and getting 
what's fair doesn't always mean you'll get what you want. 
I focused on the internal aspect of this card: being fair and 
balanced with yourself. The inspiration for this image came 
from an Egyptian myth and from a dream. In the myth, your 
heart is weighed on a scale against the weight of a feather in the 
afterlife. In the dream, I was being sent into the underworld. 
Two tall green figures keeping guard in a pale mist removed 
all my organs (to take my organs into the afterlife would 
mean no return) and I went into endless massive hallways 
where I spent countless hours washing golden walls covered 
in detailed reliefs . When I was done I returned to the green 
figures at the doorways, and they returned my organs. All 
was well - except my heart, which was small and faintly 
beating like a delicate, dying bird. I was afraid I wouldn't be 
able to return, afraid for the little heart cupped in my hands, 
so I held it close. It strengthened, and I woke up. 



* 
** *** 
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* ** 
This card asks ... What is thestateof my heart and my head? 

Are they working in harmony? Where do I lack discipline? 
Where am I too critical? What do I consider to be fair? How 
do my inner judgements affect my judgements of the outside 
world? How do I bring balance into my environment? What 
are the hard truths of the situation I am facing? Am I only 
accepting the truths that I want to hear? 
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XII 
AWARENESS • PERSPECTIVE • VULNERABILITY 

THE HANGED MAN 
Cicadas shed their skin, singing a song of transformation. 

Luna moths hatch and spread their wings among the shadows. 
Shapeshifting creatures gather to watch The Hanged Man 
begin his work. The transition is a slow and arduous one as 
his awareness stretches far throughout the forest, but the 
snake guides him through the shedding of old perceptions 
and protects him during the time he is most vulnerable. 

Gaining a new perspective is not easy. It requires letting 
go of yourself, releasing your own identities and stepping into 
someone else's skin. This isn't about what is right or wrong, 
but about a shift of perspective,gaining insight that turns your 
world upside-down. The Hanged Man references mythologies 
of self-sacrifice leading to awakening. It is a transcendence of 
the world as you once knew it, a sudden perception of color 
after a life of black and white. You must sacrifice your own 
ego, be soft and vulnerable, and awaken your senses to a new 
world in order to gain new understanding. 

*** 
This card asks ... What insights are you seeking? What 

perspective do you need? What must you let go of to gain new 
insights? What are you sacrificing in the name of knowledge? 
How does your identity shapeshift in daily life? What have 
you learned from seeing the world through the perspective of 
others? What are you surrounded by that you are startlingly 
unaware of? 
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XIII 
MOURNING • LOSS • STILLNESS 

DEATH 
When the time comes to process loss, Death wraps 

herself in a veil of mourning. As the days pass, the veil slowly 
drifts away in smoky tendrils and disappears. As long as a 
single thread of the fabric exists, she must respect the sacred 
feelings that unfold - but once the vei l has faded, it is time 
to move forward. 

I've always felt that the idea of Death as a symbol of rebirth 
glosses over the very real feelings of loss, so this interpretation 
of the card asks you to stay with those feelings and give them 
the time they need. Often we want to run from emotional 
discomfort, and it can feel impossible to endure emotional 
pain. But we must look these emotions in the eye and address 
them by name before we send them on their way. Death asks 
you to stay, so sit with her for a while. Cry if you need to, to 
honor these feelings and find sacredness and meaning in loss 
and change. For me, this card represents a period of stillness, 
a time for mourning, and a reminder to acknowledge your 
difficult feelings . 

* * * 

This card asks ... What emotions need your attention? 
What pain needs to be acknowledged? What is coming to an 
end? Have you dwelled too long and it's time to move forward? 
ls this a loss you need to find a way to honor and carry with 
you? Who can sit with you and bring support and comfort in 
this time of change? Who around you is going through this 
and how can you support them? 
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XIV 
SYNTHESIS • ALCHEMY • DISCIPLINE 

TEMPERANCE 
Fire and water are wild and dangerous, yet there are places 

in the world where these two untamed forces meld together 
gracefully. With time and the right conditions these elements 
transform into fertile islands, beautiful crystals, and new life. 
Like these natural phenomena we too can master ourselves, 
harnessing our raw emotions and transforming them with 
patience and skill into something unexpected and powerful. 

Holding back feelings is like holding back a swelling river. 
You're not going to stop the water from flowing; it'll spill over 
the banks and cause chaotic flooding. But if you give the river 
a path to take it will move through and eventually calm as it 
flows through this outlet. Controlling your emotions isn't as 
important as knowing how to work with them. 

I relate Temperance's theme of emotions to my own 
creative process. Emotions have a stormy, elemental quality to 
them that is powerful and difficult to ignore. Strong emotions 
can be felt physically, and they can transform the world 
around us by a ltering our perceptions. I've always found that 
holding them back results in physical pain, a loss of focus, and 
negatively affects other aspects of my life. But if r take these 
chaotic forces and focus them into art or music, I can create 
something new that also relieves those turbulent feelings. 

*** 
This card asks .. . Do you hide or control your feelings? 

Why? How do you choose to express your emotions? What 
do you need to transform within yourself? What do you need 
to transform in the world around you? Is creativity cathartic 
for you? 
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xv 
POWER • OBSESSION • DENIAL 

THE DEVIL 
The Devil is beautiful and promising - the shining jewel 

of your obsession. It's a pleasure that becomes a distraction, 
then an excuse, and finally an addiction. Soon the brambles 
that scar your skin are more comforting than the possibility 
of change. It's easier to blame The Devil for your sins than 
it is to examine yourself. If you could stand to glance in the 
mirror, you'd realize the power was always yours. Is The Devil 
really to blame? 

The Devil is one of my favorite cards. It's about personal 
power, and who or what you give your power to. Often I find 
that we give our own power away easily - we let our vices 
steer our choices, we take the path of least resistance, we let 
others define us and dictate our potential. This card isn't only 
about giving away your power, but taking it back as well. Like 
the fruit in The Lovers , the mirror has a keyhole at its center. 
The figure's key to releasing himself may not seen1 obvious at 
first, but it's on the butterfly's wing. He only needs to look at 
himself in the mirror to see it patiently waiting on his shoulder. 

* ** 

This card asks .. . Who or what have you given your power 
away to? How can you reclaim your power? How can you help 
others reclaim their power? Do you control your vices or do 
you let them control you? What truth are you denying? What 
are your obsessions and how can you establish boundaries or 
step back from them? What is your relationship to power and 
how does that affect your view of yourself? 
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XVI 
CLEANSING • UNDOING • RELEASE 

THE TOWER 
Brick by brick you've built a castle of all the things 

you understand about your world. You've carved elaborate 
designs around the walls and filled it with your expectations 
for the future, knowing that it would always stand tall. But 
the higher you build and the more you trust those walls to 
stand against the storm, the longer the fall and greater the 
humbling. When the world defies your expectations and you 
cling to your beliefs, denying reality, The Tower will meet 
destruction, shaking you from your dreams. 

The Tower is often greeted with dread. It's a symbol of all 
the things that protect us and make us feel safe, but ultimately 
separate us from a bigger truth. These are things like our 
beliefs about .how the world works, who we are, and what 
our purpose is . The Tower is everything we stand on in order 
to view the landscape around us, but we can never have a full 
understanding of that landscape if we aren't grounded in it. 
Destruction comes when we are forced to see the truth and 
step out of our comfort zones, when our beliefs and ideals are 
shattered. But upheaval allows you to grow, frees you from 
limiting beliefs, and opens up new possibilities. 

*** 

This card asks ... What beliefs do you have that are holding 
you back from growth? What changes are you afraid of? What 
fears have you learned from your past experiences, and how 
do they shape your behavior and ability to see things as they 
really are? What positive experiences could you have from 
becoming aware of and reshaping your beliefs and behaviors? 
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XVII 
FREEDOM • HOPE • PATIENCE 

THE STAR 
The Star is always searching for those who are lost, 

guiding souls through the long night into the safety of day. 
She is patient and gentle, healing wounds and soothing fears. 
Though her work often goes unnoticed, The Star is steadily 
watching out for those who feel most alone. 

The Star is the hope that keeps you moving and the 
freedom from fears that weigh you down. It kindly asks that 
you put down your burdens for a moment and rest. There is 
something quiet and comforting about this card, like a clear, 
silver bell ringing through the night air. Sometimes it shows 
up in the middle of a difficult journey to say "Be patient, have 
hope," and sometimes it comes to herald the day, offering 
you the encouragement to endure the last leg of the journey, 
saying, "Rejoice, you are nearly there!" The Star carries a gen tie 
reminder that you have the freedom to choose what star will 
guide you and what dreams will sustain you on your travels. 

** * 
This card asks ... How can you rest, and what burdens 

do you need to put down for a moment? Where can you find 
comfort? How can you find hope? What do you have to look 
forward to? What reassurance can you give yourself that the 
difficult thing you are facing will pass? What is guiding you 
through the darkness? How can you be the gentle, reassuring 
person that someone else might need? 
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XVIII 
CREATIVITY • DREAMS • TAMELESSNESS 

THE MOON 
We need to understand our world, and to make sense of the 

chaos we give everything names, rules, confines, and masks. 
Often we believe those definitions exist as a binary: male and 
female, good and evil, positive and negative. We forget that 
those extremes are rare, and that most of reality dwells in a 
vast grey area. 

The Moon rules such chaotic places. It is illusionary, 
shifting, and undefinable. We can wear many contradicting 
masks, and each one can be as true to ourselves as the next. The 
ability to see past those contradictions, to know that there is 
really no difference between dreams and reality except for the 
words we give to those experiences, gives birth to creativity, 
madness, and all the strangeness of a moonlit world. 

This card came into being at a time when I was questioning 
my gender identity, realizingthattheway I saw myself didn't fit 
into the gender binary and that I wasn't alone in those feelings. 
So it's a deeply meaningful card for me and interweaves some 
of the magic that came along with my realizations. It's also an 
ode to one of my favorite places of reflection and creativity: 
sensory deprivation tanks (or float tanks). These tanks are 
full of a dense saltwater solution that allows you to float at 
the surface of the water, much like the Dead Sea. It is light
proof, sound-proof, and both the air and water are at skin 
temperature so that sensory input is as diminished as possible. 
The result? Deep relaxation for the body and a wild playground 
for the mind. My mind often goes to bizarre places during 
float sessions, and even hallucinates. 



* 
** *** 
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* ** 
This card asks ... What wild and unknown places do you 

need to explore within yourself? What do you need to release 
control of? How can you benefit from wildness? Where do you 
struggle to define yourself? What doesn't fit easily into a box? 
Does it need to fit into that box? What is your relationship with 
creativity? Are illusions misleading you or are they guiding 
you into more imaginative places? 
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XIX 
JOY• SIMPLICITY• SERENITY 

THE SUN 
The Sun brings calm and comfort into our lives: warm 

summer days, blooming gardens, and the hum of bees. Bees 
have the almost magical ability to capture sunlight in a physical 
substance as honey. There's nothing better than the smell of 
beeswax, fresh honeycomb, and the serenity of standing in a 
swarm of bees knowing they won't sting you. 

When trying to find a way to represent The Sun I asked 
myself, "what brings me joy and comfort?" What came to 
mind was sin1ple things like gardening, enjoying nature, and 
the hum of bees. Beekeeping has played a big role in my life. 
My mother keeps bees, so I grew familiar with them long 
ago. They became heralds of shimmering golden days. I loved 
when the wild apple trees bloomed in the spring and the trees 
themselves seemed to be humming because they were so full 
of the insects. They would land in my hair, on my skin, and 
crawl along my fingers in the heat of summer. It is this simple, 
childlike joy that makes me connect The Sun with sweet honey 
and bees. 

*** 

This card asks ... What is joyful in your life? Do you find 
pleasure in simple things? In peaceful things? When was the 
last time you let yourself experience childlike wonder and 
joy? How can you welcome more joy into your life? How can 
you bring joy to others? 
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xx 
FORGIVENESS •ACKNOWLEDGEMENT• INTEGRATION 

JUDGEMENT 
Judgement brings trauma and fears to the surface and it is 

our task to examine how those things affect us. What are you 
afraid of? What mistakes are you refusing to acknowledge? 
What ordeals have you endured? These wounds to our psyche 
will fester when ignored. The pain surfaces in many ways, some 
of which can cause harm to ourselves and others. It's a pain 
that haunts us no matter how deeply we bury it. Judgement is 
about doing the work to mend these wounds, to acknowledge 
those painful experiences and integrate them in a way that 

. 
gives us peace. 

Judgement is a challenging card because it asks us to do 
difficult inner work, but it also offers us a doorway to healing 
and renewal. We are all capable of investigating our wounds 
or working through our traumas to rise from that pain with 
new power. This may be a time when you would most benefit 
from shadow work, or get a lot out of your sessions with a 
good therapist. When you are able to take the shadowy parts 
of your inner landscape and look at them in the light, you may 
find a wholeness you hadn't been able to acknowledge before. 

*** 
This card asks .. . What are you afraid of examining within 

yourself? What are you afraid of revealing or discovering? 
What mistakes are you refusing to acknowledge? What shame 
or guilt do you carry? What ordeals have you endured? How 
have you ignored your wounds and left them to fes ter? What 
work can you do to heal? What does the path beyond pain 
and fear look like for you? 
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XXI 
WHOLENESS • EXPANSIVENESS • COMPLETION 

THE WORLD 
The World has eyes that see the wholeness of things. She 

kn_ows that something as simple as the spiral of a seashell is 
reflected in the swirling travels of windblown dust, or the 
expansive dance of a distant galaxy. She knows the rhythmic 
tides of her breath are mirrored by the sea, the stars, the way 
things are formed from bare elements and dissolve back to 
dust. She knows that her story is only a small part of something 
vast and carries that outlook with her through her journey. 

This is the final card of the Major Arcana. The Fool has 
completed their journey, and I imagine that their story lies 
within the shell that The World holds. That story is seen 
rushing out in swirling spirals like a breath of air into the 
universe. The Fool's story is only one in myriad stories, 
only one shell in a sea of uncountable shells, and The World 
dances upon the shore listening to the tales whispered from 
each spiraled vessel. The World is one with all that surrounds 
her; she sees every small detail and hears every story. She is 
wholeness personified. 

** * 

This card asks ... Are you in harmony with the world 
around you? When do you feel most connected to the expanse 
beyond your own being? What can you do to reach those 
sensations of wholeness and harmony? What journeys have 
come to an end? What new journeys are about to begin? How 
can you celebrate? 
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AIR •THOUGHT• SWORDS 

DREAMS 
The element of air symbolizes our breath, the sharpness 

of our mind, and the buzzing electricity of our nervous 
system. This suit explores our ability to discern truth from 
illusion, to make logical choices, and to let our imaginations 
expand. I chose to name this suit "Dreams" because much 
of my creative expression and self exploration takes place 
through those strange, nightly visions. Our minds have the 
power to create whole new realities while we sleep, yet these 
new realities often reflect truths from our daily lives. They 
show us our fears, anxieties, desires, and all our unspoken 
thoughts. 

This suit is woven through with personal symbols: 
hound like dream beasts, moths, clouds, the sky, and eyes. The 
hounds come from a bout of sleep paralysis episodes I had that 
were brought on by immense anxiety. These creatures were 
terrifying, but the dreams helped me cut through the fear and 
regain my mental health. When these toothy creatures appear 
in the cards they are visual extensions of the clouds, which 
symbolize our thoughts. The monsters represent the fear that 
we feel will consume us. We need only reach out or wake up 
to realize that they are formless threats. Moths are associated 
with air, the night, and illusions. I have long been fascinated 
with wing patterns that create the illusion of predatory 
eyes, an evolutionary deception that outsmarts potential 
predators. Cleverness and imagination are wonderful tools: 
how do you use them to thrive in your environment? The 
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sky represents the mind, and the clouds that move through 
are passing thoughts. The weather can change from sweet 
and fluffy wisps to dark and threatening storms. What does 
your internal weather look like? And lastly, eyes relate to 
our nervous system, our consciousness, and our ability to 
observe the world and make choices. 
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MIND 

ACE OF DREAMS 
The moth, the toothy hound, and the unblinking inner 

eye stand at the gate. These are messengers from the inner 
world, the forms of dreams and fears . 

The first card of the suit embodies the energy of dreams, 
air, and breath. It is the body's electricity and the buzz of 
anxiety. It is the mind full of storm clouds, or a nightful of 
singing stars. The element of air can grant you clarity and 
helps you to weigh your choices. Check in and ask yourself 
how you relate to the territory of your mind. 
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SIGHT 

TWO OF DREAMS 
Fog rolled in and wove its pale fingers over the landscape 

so that all was concealed. Yet when 1 came across a tree or 
stone they were clear in the dark, as if my eyes were wide 
with shining moonbeams seeing what they could not observe 
in the light of day 

Two balances what we reveal and what we conceal when we 
observe the world and make choices. Is it possible to see your 
situation without judgement? Can you see with sensitivity 
and subtlety? Are you seeing what you want in order to protect 
yourself from truth? What do your observations reveal about 
yourself? What do they conceal? 
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PAIN 

THREE OF DREAMS 
And when my heart broke the world dissolved in to 

shadow. I found myself lost, alone, and soon at the mercy of 
strange beasts with unblinking eyes and a taste for sorrows. 

T hree is not necessarily about physical pain, but emotional 
and mental anguish. Are you consumed with painful thoughts? 
Have they swallowed you to the point that you are struggling 
to ground yourself in reality? How can you ground yourself 
again? What would happen if you reached out to look that 
pain in the eye - would you meet it with gentleness or with 
fury? Is this pain trying to protect you from further harm 
- like the pain your brain uses to make you pull your hand 
away from a candle flame? Or is it a pain that feeds on you 
for its own survival? 
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REFLECTION 

FOUR OF DREAMS 
Holding my whole being still, I suspend myself fully and 

hear them. Only a whisper at first, but then like a thousand 
little bells. The stars are all singing and the moon is smiling 
at the sound. 

Four is about calming the winds and finding a way to 
suspend yourself in the element of air. It's time to cocoon, to 
turn inwards and find stillness. How can you bring yourself 
into balance? How do you find peace and actively still your 
mind? Are you focusing on this moment now, meditating on 
your gratitude, enjoying the quiet moment in your cocoon? 
Or are you already dreaming of when you'll get to hatch and 
take to the sky? 
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LIMITS 

FIVE OF DREAMS 
It was clear night where I walked but one cloud hung 

above. Long, looming, and winding all along my path. I walked 
and walked to escape its shadow, but it wasn't until I stepped 
off that path that I escaped. 

Five is about coming to a point where you must choose 
between walking away or wasting your energy. Do you know 
when it's time to walk away? Do you know when you've hit a 
wall? Do you know when you're drainingyourself? Do you feel 
like your effort isn't valued, acknowledged, or reciprocated? 
What makes this situation worth the energy you are giving to 
it? What is stopping you from walking away? 
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AID 

SIX OF DREAMS 
All the tears of pain and grief formed a river, carrying 

me away from the source of my wounds. They fell as rain, 
washing everything away in a cleansing flood. 

Six is about how you can deliver yourself from the source 
of your wounds, what resources you need to move on, and 
how you can help others do tl1e same. Are you the one in 
need of deliverance, or are you the cradling hands lending 
safety and support? Do you feel held by your friends and 
community? .Are you able to call on a wiser part of yourself 
to guide you through your troubles? Can you bring clarity to 
a painful situation? How do you help others navigate letting 
go and moving on? Why do you need to move on and what 
do you need to do so? 
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ILLUSION 

SEVEN OF DREAMS 
I have met with the shapeshifter, I've seen their magic. At 

first a person stood among the cloud of moths. Then a pair of 
fluttering, wild eyes vanished into the night. 

Seven is about misdirection, illusion, and the many ways 
it can be used. Are others using lies and deception to distract 
you from something more important? Are you deluding 
yourself from a truth you don't want to face? Can misdirection 
help you right now? Is it best to blend in or disappear for 
the time being? Do you need to escape detection? Is illusion 
always a negative thing or are there times when it can be 
your companion? 
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FEAR 

EIGHT OF DREAMS 
I keep my eyes shut, afraid to see what slithers from 

blackness to consume me. But something whispers, "Open 
your eyes and you may see something frightening, but you 
will see clearly how to name it and banish it." 

Eight is about the lengths we go to to avoid facing our 
fears. Avoidance is counterproductive and leads us deeper 
into fear. Are you stressing over imagined fears? What is the 
likelihood that reality is scarier than what you've imagined? 
How deep will you push yourself into fear before you choose 
to open your eyes and work your way out? 
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DESPAIR 

NINE OF DREAMS 
Endless rows of gnashing teeth danced in a frenzy Sinister 

eyes pierced me. So I grew my own lidless eyes, my own sharp 
teeth, and lost myself howling with those cruel beasts. 

Nine is when your fears and anxiety (real or imagined) 
become the only reality you know and it is harder than ever 
to see the world outside of that experience. Have your fears 
taken on a life of their own? Have you begun to identify 
with those fears and lose yourself in them? Do you feel that 
your own mental prowess, your ability to consider all the 
outcomes, has overpowered you? Will naming your fears 
help you regain power over them? How can you break these 
harmful cycles of thought? 
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CONCLUSIONS 

TEN OF DREAMS 
Our bones are crushed to singing dust and we join the 

stars suspended as brilliant, unblinking eyes in the night. 

Ten is the completion of your thought cycles. It is surrender, 
a painful decision that is ultimately freeing. Is there something 
in your life or part of your identity that you've been clinging 
to despite it having caused more harm than good? What do 
you need to do to let that go? What paths could you take if 
you let go of this one? 
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CURIOSITY 

PAGE OF DREAMS 
She let the small creature crawl across her fingers, in 

wonder at how the simple worm would burst with wings and 
take to the air. 

The Page of Dreams is about nurturing our childl ike 
curiosity, our wonder at the world, as well as the mechanics 
of how the world works. This Page encourages you to ask 
questions, stretch your imagination, and dream big even when 
you feel small. There is so much to explore both in the outside 
world and within us. How can you embody these ideas? How 
will they transform you? What paths will they lead you down? 
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EXPANSION 

KNIGHT OF DREAMS 
Some haunted thought of failure traced over the Knight's 

mind, but he sat stoic and wove the thing's teeth into his own 
armor and his own spears. 

The Knight of Dreams is about pushing the limits of your 
knowledge in an attempt to learn and grow. What have you 
learned from your failures? What philosophical arguments 
are you continuously drawn to? Are you playing the Devil's 
advocate for the sake of being contrary? Are you making 
choices that don't consider the emotions of others? How 
can you be mindful of emotional landscapes while exploring 
logical ones? 
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SELF-MASTERY 

QUEEN OF DREAMS 
She is crowned with antennae that sense beyond sight. 

Dressed in a thousand eyes that gaze inward into endless 
landscapes. She carries the bones of her past selves to better 
know the being she is now. 

The Queen of Dreams can cut to the heart of the matter, 
is a sensitive explorer of inner worlds, and understands that 
the guest of growth and knowledge is an eternal process 
never concluded. Are you able to observe your own inner 
workings without judgement? Where do you need clarity in 
understanding yourself? How would you describe your inner 
world? How is it affected by the world around you, and how 
does your internal world affect your experience of the external 
world? How can you observe your inner worlds more closely? 
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COMMUNITY 

KING OF DREAMS 
His magic makes the impossible possible. In his cloaks he 

carries the kingdom of the mind: illusion, imagination, ideas. 
It is his duty to share the secrets of those mysterious lands for 
the benefit of all. 

The King of Dreams shares knowledge and nurtures 
others' development. How can you be a problem solver in 
group settings? How can you bring clarity to community 
issues? Can you offer kind and helpful insights without being 
emotionally invested? Are you willing, despite your skill, to 
return to the state of the learner (Page of Dreams)? Who are 
keepers of knowledge in your eyes and what role have they 
played in your life? 
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WATER • EMOTION • CUPS 

SONGS 
The element of water symbolizes our emotions, 

community, and self-expression. A song can tell a story, even 
without words. Music has been an outlet for my moody days 
alone, lost completely in a solitary world that exists only 
in my headphones. It has also brought me together with 
others whether I am performing in a group, dancing at a 
party, or enjoying the rowdy chaos of a mosh pit. Even if you 
can't clearly hear music, you can feel the waves roll across 
your skin and rumble through your bones. The ability to 
experience music is uniquely human and this suit explores 
humanness, softness, empathy, and compassion. 

The symbols in this suit are seashells, instruments, 
waterbirds, water lilies, and water itself. When I was a child 
I collected seashells and was fascinated with the phenomena 
of "hearing" the ocean inside of them. I believed I was really 
hearing the whispering ocean far away, and that some spirit 
of the ocean remained inside. Shells represent memories, 
protection, and remaining connected from afar. Instruments, 
of course, relate to music and how we use our voice. They 
are means of expressing emotion and vulnerability. When 
I dream about birds, they are connected with overflowing, 
tearful joy. Their nests make me relate them to family, 
coziness, and safety. When I was growing up there was a 
tiny pond obscured by the woods at the end of the driveway. 
A great blue heron was always wading in there and would 
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sometimes fly right past us if it caught us watching in wonder, 
so I have a particular fondness for them. The water lilies 
are about what we share on the surface and what we keep 
hidden within. They are soft and sweet, things of beauty. 
Water relates directly to emotions whether they be turbulent 
and stormy or tranquil and crystalline. 
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EMOTION 

ACE OF SONGS 
There, where the water bubbles up from secret springs. 

Where lilies unfurl, glinting, catching tears and laughter in 
their petals. This is where the heron wades deep, and I wade 
deeper still into the endless song. 

The first card of the suit embodies the energy of songs, 
water, and emotion. It is the overflowing heart and secret 
wellsof desire. It is the melody of life that moves us, or 
enchants us and leads us astray. The element of water can 
grant you compassion, softness, and connection to the world. 
Check in and ask yourself how you relate to the deep sea of 
your emotions. 
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HARMONY 

TWO OF SONGS 
I cannot play the song of the two-necked swan alone. My 

hands must work with the hands of another and create notes 
that meet in curling troughs and crests. Only when we are in 
tune with each other is the sound as sweet as spring flowers. 

Two is communication and partners working in harmony, 
whether it be two individuals or two parts of the same 
individual. Who do you need to communicate with? Someone 
else or yourself? When is it easy to work with others and where 
do you encounter difficu1ty? In partnership, romantic love, 
familial love, or love between friends, what is most important 
to you? Are you communicating clearly? Are you listening as 
well? How can you be more in tune with others? 
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CELEBRATION 

THREE OF SONGS 
Three women danced as waves on the shore, as feathers 

floating along the river. They held shells to each other's ears 
and laughed like skipping brooks to hear the whispers within. 

Three revels in the joy and beauty of the company we keep, 
our chosen famil ies, and the people who hold us through our 
trials. Who has helped you to bloom? Who nurtures and loves 
you for who you are? Whose company do you enjoy most 
in your life? Who celebrates you and who do you celebrate? 
How can you best celebrate the ones you love? 
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DISCONTENT 

FOUR OF SONGS 
I wandered through the watery lands where each bird 

offered me a beautiful shell. Despite the loveliness of these 
gifts, I could not bring myself to accept one; they were not 
what I was seeking. 

Four is not wanting the options you have, or feeling 
unable to make the choice that is truest to your desires. Have 
you been ignoring an obvious solution to a problem? What 
do you dislike about that solution? What would sati.sfy you 
instead, and is that option a viable choice? Are you stuck 
with a feeling that nothing can soothe? Are you suppressing 
desires? Are you feeling unable or embarrassed to express 
yourself? Are you being pressured to take a path that doesn' t 
feel right for you? 
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OBSESSION 

FIVE OF SONGS 
For a hundred years I played a familiar instrument, and it 

always played clear and true. Now it Jays silent in my lap, a 
bird wit/1 a broken neck, with strings in tangles and the ghosts 
of songs lingering nearby, waiting for me to play again. 

Five focuses on what's broken and lost instead of what 
remains. The instrument is broken but the song can live on 
with any instrument. What is it you feel you have lost? What 
remains to rebuild from? What will give you the strength to 
salvage what remains? Are you holding regrets or guilt close 
to your heart? What makes you hold that blame so close to 
you? How can you move through heavy feelings? Where can 
you shift your focus? 
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COMFORT 

SIX OF SONGS 
The reflection on the water glows with a golden light. 

Warm memories ripple out along the surface, welcoming me 
into a dream of comfort. Each ridge of a shell calls forth a 
kind memory, but I cannot retreat forever deeper within those 
spirals or I may never want to come out again. 

Six is comfort and how it can be healing at times and 
distracting at others. Where do you take comfort? When do you 
seek comfort and for what purpose? Do you feel safe enough 
in your daily life? How can comfort give you the space to heal 
and regain your strength? How can you give others comfort? 
Does taking comfort in the past keep you from looking to 
the future? Does a desire for familiarity prevent you from 
exploring new and wonderful things? 
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CHOICE 

SEVEN OF SONGS 
The sea crashes, chaotic as thunder rumbles overhead. 

With careful precision sharp fingers weave a melody from 
a hundred colored strings. Each note is swiftly chosen and 
keeps a circle of calm amid the storm. 

Seven is the choice that weaves your path through 
harmony and confusion. Each string plays a note of its own, 
choosing to play any particular order of strings can result 
in a beautiful song or discordant chaos . . Are your emotions 
distracting or overwhelming? What is the source of that 
distraction? Is it difficult to stay focused on your heart? Do 
you feel confident about your choices or do you often waiver? 
What makes you second guess yourself? What will help you 
to focus your intentions? 
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PATHWAYS 

EIGHT OF SONGS 
I see myself in the glassy water, but not as I am now. 

It's a strange world reflected there, a dream, a fantasy. The 
reflection shimmers and shifts beneath my footsteps. I begin 
to wonder which world is real, the one I walk in or the one in 
the reflection. 

Eight is about being caught between daydreams of how 
you want t hings to be and the reality of what is. It's about 
walking in one world and seeing yourself in another world. 
Where does your inner reality reflect your outer reality, and 
where does it contrast? Does the reflection mislead you, or 
does it motivate you to stretch your wings, fly, and reach 
your dreams? Do you feel like your emotions rule you and 
determine your path? Or do you feel you have the freedom to 
walk where you will? 
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GRATITUDE 

NINE OF SONGS 
A smiling woman greets me along the shore and I 

wonder at her treasures, the many perfect shells the water 
has offered to her. I ask her what her secret is, how she has 
become so favored by the sea. She sings into a shell and sets 
it on the stones where waves envelop and carry it away, a 
gift for the deep. 

Nine expresses gratitude for all that she has and keeps 
her heart open to the world despite past wounds. What is 
your outlook on life as you go throughout your day? What 
gifts do you give to the world, and how are they returned? 
What are you grateful for? How do you keep your heart 
open to the world? Is there anything getting in the way of 
expressing your gratitude? 
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RADIANCE 

TEN OF SONGS 
Inside the shell of muscle and bone is a song unheard 

by most. Only when the heart is full to overflowing will the 
healing sound ring out. 

Ten is a singing heart, luminous and overflowing. Ten is 
about emotional fulfillment, having your cup full to the brim. 
What heals you and fills your cup? What is the source of joy 
and happiness in your life? Who can you extend your love to? 
Whose cup can you fill? How can you share this happiness? 
Who around you is radiant with joy? 
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CURIOSITY 

PAGE OF SONGS 
Beneath her hands everything awoke, bursting with new 

and curious life. She wondered how, like the flowers, she could 
open herself to the world with radiance. 

The Page of Songs is intrigued by emotional connections, 
tenderness, and is particularly sensitive to the world around 
her. The Page sees beauty in every small bit of life, even the 
seemingly ugly parts, and encourages us to bloom fearlessly, 
to ask where healing is needed, and embrace softness when 
met with obstacles. How can you embody these ideas? How 
will they transform you? What paths will they lead you down? 
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EXPANSION 

KNIGHT OF SONGS 
The call bellowed out loud and true so that every corner 

of the world should know what lay within the knight's heart. 

The Knight of Songs pushes the boundaries of emotion 
and communication to learn about themself and the world. 
Are you respecting the emotional needs and boundaries of 
yourself and others? Are you overextending yourself with 
emotional labor, or being overly dependent on the emotional 
labor of others? How do you feel in social settings? How do you 
best express yourself? Do you have fears around expressing 
yourself? What are they? Do you allow space for others to 
express themselves? 
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SELF-MASTERY 

QUEEN OF SONGS 
She is the moon to the tide, guiding her emotions where 

they serve her best. From her shell a river flows, careful and 
controlled. She knows what to share and what to keep within 
her own tender heart. 

The Queen of Songs knows how to bare her heart as well 
as how to protect it. Her boundaries are very clear. She is 
deeply in touch with her own inner world and knows how to 
let emotions flow through her, how to let them motivate her, 
and how to create beauty from them. Are you able to remain 
open-hearted while being firm with your boundaries? How do 
your emotions flow through you? Are you able to mindfully 
navigate them? How do you best express yourself? How can 
you best express yourself in this moment? 
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COMMUNITY 

KING OF SONGS 
Their being is transformed into music itself. Birdlike and 

sweet, it is a song that weaves the world together, a song of 
life-giving water. Their duty is to speak tenderness into hearts, 
to draw out emotion, and inspire beauty in the world. 

The King of Songs is radically tender and uses their 
creativity and emotional labor in the service of inspiring 
and healing others. How do you share your emotional and 
creative skills for the benefit of the community? How can you 
emotionally motivate others into action? How do you bring 
more beauty into the world? Do you help others to express 
themselves and share their beauty with the world? Are you 
able to keep your cup full while tending to the emotional needs 
of a community? Are you able to retain awe for the beauty of 
the world, as the Page of Songs does so well? Who are healers 
in your eyes, and what role have they played in your life? 
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FIRE • WILL • WANDS 

SKINS 
The element of fire symbolizes how we direct our will, 

the eternal dance of change, and our internal and external 
transformations. Skins may seem like an odd title for this suit, 
but what better symbol of change and transformation than 
the snake shedding its skin or the young cicada wriggling out 
of itself as its fully realized adult form? We may not physically 
shed our skin in such a fascinating way, but we are capable 
of immense inner change. Fire also calls to mind the phrase 
"fire in your belly": if we set out with the desire to change 
something and put our mind to it, we can accomplish magical 
feats. 

The imagery of Skins includes snakes, mushrooms, fire, 
smoke, and autumn leaves. Snakes are prominently fea tured 
for their connection to transformation, as I mentioned above, 
but they also symbolize the flow and direction of energy. Their 
bodies are fluid ribbons of movement swiftly heading towards 
their destination. They wait in patient coils or stagnate in 
confused tangles. I have a particular love of mushrooms and 
their strangeness, and I couldn't create a whole deck without 
some of these fascinating beings included. Mushrooms offer 
us earthy nourishment, deadly poison, and insightful visions. 
By their will rot and decay becomes rich soil ready for new 
growth. Fire breaks down material objects and transforms 
them into ash to be scattered and rising smoke that carries 
messages to otherworldly realms. It has an elemental ferocity 
that can be powerful when harnessed and devastating when 
wild. Turning leaves represent autumn, my favorite season. 
Fall is a transitional time when woodsmoke fills the air and 
magic abounds. 
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WILL 

ACE OF SKINS 
Forms shifted before me in an endless vision. A snake, 

blooming mushrooms, crumbling leaves, smoke, and fire 
swiftly flowed from one image into the next. 

The first card of the suit embodies the will, fire, and the 
flux of energy. It is the magic of constant movement within 
ourselves and the world around us. It's the ability to shed our 
skins and en1brace change. The element of fire can grant you 
sparks of divine inspiration, the desire to follow your passions, 
and the confidence to carry you through your trials. Check in 
and ask yourself what drives you and what your relationship 
to change is. 
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DIRECTION 

TWO OF SKINS 
I came to a place where my path split in two. My will was 

pulled in both directions and my feet were bound in place. 
A snake wound itself around my ankles, circling again and 
again until I made my choice. 

Two is about being confronted with a choice where you 
must make a decision. What are you being pulled to? Where 
do you want to direct your will? Are you feeling stuck and 
unable to make a first step on your journey? What is stopping 
you? Do you lack confidence in your decision? What do the 
paths ahead of you look like? Are they exciting? Frightening? 
New? Familiar? Where are your instincts guiding you? 
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CHANGE 

THREE OF SKINS 
Tree.s shed their leaves, snakes shed their skins. I, too, 

shed my skin with the knowledge that leaving some part of 
myself behind is a slow and careful task. 

Three is about our relationships with the change that 
surrounds us. What is changing? Are you experiencing the 
shedding of ideas, pathways, or relationships in your life? How 
can you embrace that change with confidence? How can you 
become empowered by change? How can you gracefully let 
go of the old? How have you grown and changed over time? 
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IGNITE 

FOUR OF SKINS 
Deep in the woods serpents rise up, coil together, and 

transform into the trunks and many limbs of trees. They 
stretch out, offer their branches, and we gather kindling to 
ignite sacred flames. 

Four is the spark that lays the foundation for warming 
fires. How can you create strong and stable beginnings? 
What do you need to keep your fire going through the coldest 
nights? How can you prepare yourself mentally, physically, 
and emotionally for the journey ahead? How can you celebrate 
new beginnings and enjoy the moment itself? 
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TENSION 

FIVE OF SKINS 
On my brow the serpents wound in tangles. They hissed 

and bit, knotting a crown of long, scaled bodies. 

Five is a tangle of energy. It's a roadblock that forces us to 
slow down and confront our struggles in order to achieve better 
solutions. Are you feeling directionless or wound up? What is 
it that you are struggling with? Is the struggle overwhelming? 
Are you fighting against it? How can you embrace it, find 
patience, and slowly untangle the knot of energy? How can 
sitting with your struggles lead to better solutions? When has 
confronting your struggles helped you in the past? 
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ACHIEVEMENT 

SIX OF SKINS 
We burn brightly with what we have created, with what 

we have achieved. But if we linger in the flame for too long 
we burn up. We must ride the forward momentum to our 
journey's end. 

Six is acknowledging our achievement while also knowing 
that our journey is not concluded. What have you achieved? 
Have you given yourself the credit you deserve? Have you 
given credit to others who deserve it? Have you focused too 
much on your accomplishments instead of doing the work? 
How can you celebrate your achievements? How can you best 
harness your forward n1omentum? 
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PROTECTION 

SEVEN OF SKINS 
With a magic word and a hand held forward the guard's 

finger shifted into snakes. No one dared to make a move 
toward the treasures that lay beyond the wall. 

Seven sets boundaries and tells us to fight for what we 
bel ieve in and what we need. What do you feel compelled 
to protect? Where do your instincts cause you to react 
defensively? Is what you're defending beneficial to you? Is it 
something you need? Are you defending something you feel 
passionate about, or are you defending yourself from newness 
and change? What boundaries do you need to make? Do you. 
know what your boundaries are and do you feel confident in 
your ability to hold them? 
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CLARITY 

EIGHT OF SKINS 
The seer raised a coiling snake to her breast. Poisoned 

fangs bit down and visions rose up before her swift and clear. 

Eight asks us to seek inspiration, grants us clarity, and 
encourages swiftness. What inspires you? What do you do 
when you feel inspired? Where do you need clarity in your 
life? How can you find clarity? When you let inspiration flow 
through you, where does it lead you? Have you been dealing 
with a creative block? How can you get your creative energy 
flowing again? Do you need to move swiftly right now? Do 
you need to take action instead of over-thinking? 
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DETERMINATION 

NINE OF SKINS 
I was nearly done shedding my skin, had nearly completed 

the magic of transformation. Weariness and doubt came over 
me, but I focused my will and endured to complete the change. 

Nine prepares us for the final stretch of our journey and 
asks us how we can push through. Are you experiencing a lull 
of will before you complete your journey? Do you need to rest 
and recover before the final stretch? How can you encourage 
yourself through the last steps of transformation? What will 
make or break this situation? How can you summon your 
will to push through? How can you empower yourself to do 
what needs to be done? 
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BURDENS 

TEN OF SKINS 
All the forest grew upon my back. All that crawled and 

bloomed relied on me to direct their energy, to lead them 
through the steps of the slow and endless dance of seasons. 

Ten is the mantle of leadership and the great willpower 
it takes to direct a diverse array of energy. It can also be the 
great burden that one can carry if they're holding onto too 
much energy instead of releasing or transforming it. Do you 
consider yourself to be a leader? What leadership positions 
have you taken in your life? What responsibilities come 
with guiding others along the path? Are you holding onto 
inspiration and energy and letting it stagnate or become 
burdensome? What can you do to release or change some of 
that pent-up energy? What are the current power dynamics 
you deal with in your day-to-day? 
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CURIOSITY 

PAGE OF SKINS 
Swirling around like smoke from a fire, they ignited a holy 

flame in all that witnessed their whirling dance. 

The Page of Skins finds inspiration and movement 
everywhere. They feel the dance of life within themself 
and intuitively join in. Fiery, fearless, and always ready to 
embrace change or try something new, the Page knows how 
to experience life to its fullest. How can you embody these 
ideas? How will they transform you? What paths will they 
lead you down? 
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EXPANSION 

KNIGHT OF SKINS 
It was just a little fire, just a little burn, just a little trouble. 

In their hands twigs burst into flames and in their steps a 
simple dance became much more exciting. 

The Knight of Skins is a risk taker, a bit of a troublemaker, 
and thrives on pushingthemself andothersoutoftheircomfort 
zone. Where have you wanted to stir trouble just to see what 
happened? Was it motivated by excitement and fun? Or was 
it motivated by anger or boredom? How can stirring people 
up be a positive influence? How can you help people have 
rich experiences outside of their comfort zone without doing 
harm? Have you been reckless with yourself and others? How 
can risk-taking lead to growth and positive change? 
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SELF-MASTERY 

QUEEN OF SKINS 
When she speaks, she is heard. Where she walks, her path 

is clear. She harnesses a powerful connection with her own 
desires and nothing can stand in her way when she directs 
her will. 

The Queen of Skins is a master of confidence and 
willpower. She knows her passions and carries an aura that 
no one can mess with. What are your passions? How do you 
summon your confidence? Are you unafraid to take up space? 
To raise your voice and be heard? How can you step fully into 
your own power? 
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COMMUNITY 

KING OF SKINS 
Beneath his hands the world is clay to be molded and 

transformed. His duty is to inspire creation, to draw forth 
worlds of wonder and magic from all those who gaze in to 
his eyes. 

The King of Skins is an influential leader and uses his 
confidence to stir the community's passions and help them 
bring a bout needed change. How can you helpyourcommunity 
direct their energy? How can your confidence inspire others 
to be their best selves? What change do you inspire? What 
risks have you taken, and how have they affected others? Can 
you remain a part of the community even when you're in a 
position of leadership, like the humble Page? Or do you desire 
to set yourself apart and above the group, and have them serve 
your desires instead of their own? Who are confident leaders 
in your eyes and what role have they played in your life? 
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EARTH • MANIFESTATION • PENTACLES 

HONEY 
The element of earth symbolizes our labors, lush 

abundance, and manifestation. The sun pours golden light 
down onto the earth, plants photosynthesize and bloom, and 
bees diligently collect pollen and nectar to create honey: a 
nourishing representation of that sunlight. This suit isn't just 
about bringing things to life in the material world, but also 
our connection to nature and our environment. Some beliefs 
assert that the physical world is mundane, even base, but I've 
always felt a strong spiritual connection to the forests and 
fields I grew up in. The process of creation, the things that 
we make with our hands and hearts are filled with personal 
power and meaning. The creation of this series of art and the 
resulting deck are, for me, an example of that earthly magic. 

Bees, honey, seeds, flowers, and pomegranates gather 
in this summery suit. Bees and honey represent our labor. 
Bees are such practical, organized creatures, and much can 
be learned from them about how to build systems that will 
lead us to abundance. The creation of honey is the process 
of manifestation: just as we can make our dreams a reality, 
so too can sunlight find a rich, heavy, physical form in the 
shape of honey. The sprouting seeds scattered throughout 
the cards symbolize opportunities. Each seed carries the 
elaborate plan for a gorgeous plant or graceful tree, but like 
any of our own projects they must be nurtured and cared 
for so we can take pleasure from the resulting flowers, or 
reap an abundant harvest from their fru it. Flowers and fruit 
symbolize sensuality, enjoying the small pleasures of the 
world, and the rewards for all the energy we've invested in a 
project. Pomegranates, too, are lush and decedent, a fruit full 
of blood and jewels. 
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MANIFESTATION 

ACE OF HONEY 
Sweet gold dripped from each pool of sunlight. Fruit 

ripened to bursting, splitting and spilling jewels. I felt filled 
with abundance and blooms grew forth from the corners of 
my mouth. 

The first card of the suit embodies the energy of honey, 
earth, and manifestation. It is the hard work of our hands and 
the ritual of our planting and harvest. It's the transformation 
of sunlight into the sweet taste of honey. The element of 
earth can grant you abundance, the gift of slowing down and 
enjoying life, and the magic of making our dreams a reality. 
Check in and ask yourself how you are rooted in your body 
and your work. 
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GROUNDING 

TWO OF HONEY 
I learned from watching the bees where there is work to 

be done. They visited each open flower and did not dally with 
the late-bloon1ers. They would open in time, but until then 
there was much else to be done. 

Two is knowing where and when your work is best put 
to use. Are you waiting around for closed flowers to bloom 
for you when there are other open flowers around you? Do 
you know how best to juggle your obligations and projects to 
make the best use of your abilities? Is there something that 
feels off-balance about the way you engage with your work? 
How can you bring that back into balance and ground yourself 
in the moment? 
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COOPERATION 

THREE OF HONEY 
Three women braided their long hair together in the 

garden, weaving abundant magic into each plait. Bees were 
drawn to them like flowers and together their magic made 
their crops grow to their most abundant potential. 

Three is cooperation, investing in others, and working 
together to plan something better than you are each capable 
of on your own. Consider the work of a whole hive to create 
bountiful honey, or the Three Sisters companion planting 
method of Native Americans. What role can you step into in 
ordertobenefitthegroup?Whoareyourworkingcompanions? 
What group projects are you a part of? How would the help of 
others allow you to create beyond your current ability? Who 
can you rely on to make up for your weaknesses, and how can 
you support them in return? 
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STAGNATION 

FOUR OF HONEY 
The sun was still glowing on my skin but I felt a whisper 

of winter on the wind. I gathered all my abundance and hid 
it within my ribs in hopes that it would carry me through 
the approaching cold. 

Four is about knowing when it's time to protect the 
things you've invested in, to acknowledge constant growth 
is not sustainable. Sometimes productivity slows down and 
we need to save for those times of need. It's true that this 
can be taken to a selfish extent, but it's also important to be 
sure we are not struggling before we can help others onto 
steady ground. Are you thinking ahead to what your needs 
may be in the future? Have you planned ahead for times 
when growth and productivity are not possible? What is 
important for you to have in those times? Are you being too 
guarded with your resources? 
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DESPERATION 

FIVE OF HONEY 
Winter arrived early, wrapping its cold fingers around the 

trees. Soon all that remained of the summer was worm-eaten, 
and home felt miles away. 

Five is about struggling to make it through times of 
rejection, failure, burnout, and scarcity. We are sometimes 
forced to compromise in these times and it can be difficult 
to reconcile those choices with our values and expectations. 
Are you experiencing a time of scarcity or struggle? What 
compromises have you had to make? Have they clashed with 
your values and expectations? Where can you find shelter in 
this time of struggle? How can you survive and recover from 
this time? 
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GENEROSITY 

SIX OF HONEY 
I wandered through the cold months with doubt and 

hunger as my only companions. In defeat, I asked the empty 
air for help. With a shudder of soil, green branches burst from 
the snow to swirl around me and drop fruit into my hands. 

In Six the earth generously provides us with food, shelter, 
clothing, inspiration, magic. We can accepthelpand learn from 
nature how to provide for others in our times of abundance. 
How willing are you to accept help when you need it? Do you 
avoid asking for help? How have others provided for you in 
their times of abundance? How can you provide for others? 
Do you know how to balance your own needs with the needs 
of others? What is the line between generosity and giving too 
much of yourself? 
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PATIENCE 

SEVEN OF HONEY 
The garden brimmed with the meditative hum of bees. 

Buds clothed me and waited at the corners of my lips, but I 
was not yet ready to blossom. 

Seven is about patience, waiting for the right opportunity 
to bloom and harvest the rewards of what you've put out into 
the world. What are you waiting on? How are you holding 
yourself in stillness during this wait? If you wait too long, 
will you miss your opportunity? Are you being stubborn in 
waiting for something when there are other opportunities? 
What return are you expecting? 
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DICIPLINE 

EIGHT OF HONEY 
Each morning I walked with the herbalist through the 

fields where she told me the names of each flower, root, 
and leaf She knew not just the names, but their spirits and 
purposes - a skill cultivated from years of conversing with 
the green world. 

Eight is about building your craft, developing your 
expertise, and putting in the hard work. What skills do you 
want to cultivate within yourself? What is your work? How 
do you commit yourself to your work? Who can you look to 
for guidance in honing your craft? 
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CONFIDENCE 

NINE OF HONEY 
With a pitcher of smoke and a sure hand the beekeeper 

walked among the hive and drank honey with the bees. 

Nine is about confidence in your abilities, creating 
structure that gives you freedom, and allowing yourself to 
enjoy what you've worked for. What is your definition of 
confidence? Do you feel confident? Do you allow yourself to 
enjoy the fruits of your labor? Do you have time to appreciate 
what you've built for yourself or are you constantly engaged 
with work? How can you make time for pleasure? How can 
you appreciate the hard work that you've done? 
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LEGACY 

TEN OF HONEY 
Deep in the heart of the forest, trees hug the bones of our 

ancestors. Flesh becomes wood, blood flows as golden sap, and 
a thousand limbs weave up to the sky sheltering generations 
to come. 

Ten is about making offerings of knowledge, wisdom, and 
craft to future generations. It's about seeing the big picture, 
giving what you had back to the earth, and creating works 
that outlive you. What is the big picture? What will you leave 
behind that will speak for you when you're gone? What legacy 
do you want to leave for future generations? Do you only 
think of the here and now? Are you in a place where you can 
think about the long-term effects of your work? How can you 
get yourself to a place where you can explore these ideas? 
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CURIOSITY 

PAGE OF HONEY 
She carries a sack through the fields, planting seeds of 

future forests. She wonders what each sprout will become, 
fascinated that such small things can grow into colossal beings. 

The Page of Honey sees opportunity everywhere and is 
ready to jump in and bring everything to its most abundant 
potential. Seeing the best in everything, she may have a hard 
time choosing just one opportunity to focus on, but when it 
comes time to work she's full of fresh energy to get projects 
started. How can you embody these ideas? How will they 
transform you? What paths will they lead you down? 
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EXPANSION 

KNIGHT OF HONEY 
Through the seasons he endlessly toils, seeking to perfect 

his plans. Nothing will distract him from his headstrong ways 
and no one can change the path of his steps. 

The Knight of Honey finds every way to dig deep roots 
and ground himself in his body and work. Do you want to 
learn every detail and fully embody your current projects? Are 
you so rooted in your work that you've become a workaholic, 
or have become trapped within the cage of your own plans 
and schedule? Do you use work to shield yourself from facing 
emotional struggles? Are you so stubborn thatyou'reunwilling 
to adapt or change? Are you open to receiving feedback on 
your work? Are you willing to work with others on a project? 
What is your relationship with perfectionism? 
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SELF-MASTERY 

QUEEN OF HONEY 
From a single fruit a river of gold will flow if the queen 

wishes it so. As she thinks of flowers blooming, the garden 
unfurls its glory. Anything she dreams of she has the power 
to grasp from the ether and pull down into the tangible world. 

The Queen of Honey is a master of her craft and of 
manifesting her plans. She knows how to pace herself, when 
to push herself, and when to be gentle. Under her hand even 
the most meager of resources can. become a feast. What is your 
work? What dreams do you want to manifest? How will you 
make them happen? What practices are important to you? 
Do you pace yourself when there's a mountain of work to 
be done? Do you need to motivate yourself, or be gentle and 
take a break? How do you balance those? How can you make 
the most out of any circumstances you're given? How do you 
practice discipline? 
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COMMUNITY 

KING OF HONEY 
His joyful laugh is like the rustle of leaves in full summer. 

All is gold and green where he walks, wearing a crown of 
sunlight and a mossy beard. He wakes the wealth of the earth 
and raises each small seed to the mightiest of trees. 

The King of Honey benevolently supports community 
projects, knows how to encourage the best work from others, 
and is a good judge of what needs improvement. How can your 
skill benefit the community? How can you help individuals 
act flawlessly as a group? How will your projects affect the 
world when you are no longer around? Are you willing to guide 
and encourage those who lack experience but may bring new 
ideas (Page of Honey)? What skills or trades can you pass on 
to others? Are you willing to share your skills, or would you 
let a craft die with you? Who has mastered their craft, and 
what role have they played in your life? 



READING YOUR CARDS 

Tarot is a beautiful way to have a conversation with 
yourself. It can help you to connect with the world around 
you, navigate difficult emotions, and understand the hidden 
depths of your inner world. If you read for yourself, the tarot is 
your companion and guide. If you read for others, you take the 
role of facilitating the querent's conversation with themself. 
Whether you're a newcomer to the tarot or a longtime reader, 
I want to take a moment to dispel any myths or stereotypes 
you may have encountered, as well as provide a few tips for 
reading with the Blood Moon Tarot deck. 

First, no card is inherently good or bad. Often we see 
cards such as Death or The Tower cast in a negative light, but 
neither is unkind or seeks to doom us. If you ever encounter a 
card that ignites a strong reaction, I encourage you to examine 
those emotions. You may find unexpected insight. If you're 
ever befuddled by a particular card you can pull another one 
for clarity. When I do this, I place the new card over the one 
I'm struggling with and consider how the two connect. What 
clarity can this new card bring me? 

There is no correct way to read your cards. Often I see 
debates about reversals (whether or not you place meaning on 
whether the card is upright or upside-down in a reading) but 
it's completely up to the reader. Reversals may be interpreted 
as the more difficult qualities of a card, the same meaning of 
the card but to a lesser degree, a lack of the qualities the card 
represents, or as a need to question what your situation calls 
for in order to have that card return to its fullest potential. 
You may also flip all your cards upright and choose not to 
read reversals at all. 
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The ritual of how you store, shuffle, and connect with 
your cards is also completely up to you. You can store them 
in a silk cloth, or in the box they came in. You can keep your 
cards perfect and pristine, or you can be rough with them until 
they're scuffed and frayed (I love a well-used deck). You can 
use a deck for only certain types of readings (such as having 
a deck you only use for interpreting your dreams), or you can 
use it for every creative use you dream up. I have many decks 
that I treat differently and use for different purposes. Over 
the years, even the way I read cards - even the way I shuffle 
them - has changed. The best way to approach the tarot is 
the one that works best for you. 

When I created the Blood Moon Tarot my goal was to 
give the cards my own personal meanings, but also provide 
enough interesting imagery that readers could have their own 
interpretations and read intuitively from the art and color. 
The Major Arcana is more detailed and specific in its imagery. 
I wanted them to stand out, as they are powerful cards that 
carry a lot of weight when they appear in readings. The Minor 
Arcana was created with more fluidity in mind. Each suit has 
a specific color palette and collection of imagery that binds 
them together, but their interpretations come along with a set 
of questions so that you can explore what each card means to 
you in the moment instead of having a single, solid meaning. 

The court cards in this deck represent ways that a suit's 
energy manifests in our personal growth. The Pages display 
childlike wonder and discovery. The Knights push boundaries, 
test their knowledge, and expand through trial and error. 
Queens have self-mastery and use the knowledge of the suit 



for inner-work and wisdom. The Kings use their knowledge 
and mastery of the suit in the service of others. A good King 
is able to see the value of the Page: return ing to the role of the 
beginner allows you to continue growing. 

The spreads l share in the following pages are ones I've 
created for myself throughout my years of tarot reading. I 
invite you to experiment with these and adapt them to your 
needs. 
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CHOSE YOUR OWN 
ADVENTURE 

Sometimes people who are new to tarot feel skittish 
about the finality of the "outcome" card or fear the cards 
might determine or seal their fate. This is a very common 
and simple spread with a solution for those concerns. The 
twist here is that the reader chooses the card for the outcome 
instead of leaving it to chance. If I'm using this to read for 
someone else, when we get to card number 4 we discuss what 
sort of outcome the querent would like to work towards, then 
I go through the deck and choose a card for the outcome that 
matches the intentions we've discussed. When I place the 
card in its position I explain that card and why I've chosen 
it. I sometimes suggest that the person use that card on their 
altar, or find some other way to keep the imagery around as a 
reminder of their intentions and motivation to work towards 
that goal. If you're reading for yourself and have a goal in 
mind, you can also choose the outcome card first and then 
draw cards 1-3 to explore how to reach your desired outcome. 
This "choose your own adventure" technique can be used for 
the outcome position in almost any spread. 
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LAYOUT 

Card 1 is You now, your energy. 

Card 2 is Your struggle, blockage, or obstacle. 

Card 3 is Advice or past lessons that can help you now. 

Card 4 is Outcome, aspiration, or goal. 

EXAMPLE 

1. Five of Honey; I'm currently feeling tired, like my well has 
run dry, and I can't seem to catch a break or find the resources 
I need to get through the day 

2. The Devil; I'm struggling to break out of comfortable habits 
that are hurting me. It seems harder to change my habits than 
to continue doing what I'm familiar with. 

3. Ten of Skins; In the past I've taken on more responsibility 
than I can handle. Is there a way to let go of some of these 
burdens or delegate the labor? Is this the habit that is hurting 
me now? 

4. Queen of Honey; I chose this card so that I can focus on 
learning how to best use my energy without wearing myself 
out, how to create what I need from minimal resources, and 
how to say no to things that will cause my well to run dry 



DIFFICULTIES 

This four card spread can be used to explore a difficult 
situation or emotion . It helps you discover ways of working 
through your current struggle with a mindset of growth, and 
suggests ways to motivate yourself and endure until you've 
moved through the difficulty. 
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LAY O UT 

Card 1 asks What is difficult right now? 

Card 2 asks How can you learn from this struggle? 

Card 3 asks What will help you move through it? 
Card 4 asks What do you have to look forward to? 

EXAMPLE 

1. Two of Songs; I am struggling to find harmony in an 
important relationship. I believe it may be my own relationship 
with myself 

2. The Hierophant; I hold myself and others to rigorous 
expectations and expect people to fit neatly into labeled boxes. 

3. Six of Dreams; Allowing myself to fully feel and release 
my emotions may help me move beyond my self-imposed 
limitations. Am I stopping myself from feeling my true 
emotions because they don't agree with the way I view myself? 

4. Justice; I can look forward to approaching myself and others 
in a more balanced way now that I know my harsh expectations 
are creating discord instead of helping me to grow. 



PATHWAYS 

One of the reasons I love tarot is that it takes our troubles 
out of our mind and lays them on the table before us. There 
it acts as a visual map through our thoughts and emotions, 
allowing us to creatively approach these situations. This 
particular spread is meant to be viewed as a map. It's complex 
in the ways it can be interpreted, so you may find it takes 
extra time to become familiar with. 

The reader starts at the bottom of the spread, and can 
choose between multiple paths to move upward through the 
tiers - each representing different aspects or elements of 
your situation - in order to ultimately arrive at the top card. 

Each card can be read as both representing a certain 
idea or theme, and as a different step to reach the Universe/ 
Aspiration card. If there's a certain pathway you're interested 
in, you can lay more cards out along that path, or extend it. 
See the arrows in the illustration to get the idea of potential 
paths. In this spread I usually interpret reversals as a path that 
may present more of a struggle. If an entire row is reversed 
it may mean there is something that needs to be addressed 
before you're able to move forward; you can draw a clarity 
card to explore that further. 
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LAYOUT 

Card 1 is What the Universe holds for you. This can be 
changed to a major goal, your ful l potential, or someth ing 
similar. It represents what your path is moving towards. 
If you don't like this outcome, you can lay cards in a 
different direction to move towards a different outcome 
(1A Alternative outcome, 1B & 1C: choices on how to move 
towards the alternative outcome). 

Card 2 is Your energy; You at this moment in time. 

Cards 3-6 represent environmental factors, mundane events, 
or opportunities that are active at the present time. These are 
potential first steps of your path. 

Cards 7, 8, and 9 rep resent Body, Mind, and Spirit, respectively. 
What roles do these elements play in the next step of your 
path? 

Cards 10 and 11 represent Your Strength and Your Weakness 
respectively. What can you rely on and what needs to be 
overcome on your journey? 

Card 12 represents Advice or the Final Step; What do you 
need to know before you reach the outcome? 
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EXA MPLE 

The Universe; Four of Dreams: The universe is trying to get 
me to slow down and appreciate the moment, to be grateful 
for all that I am capable of. 

Your Energy; King of Honey Reversed: I am having trouble 
seeing how my skills contribute to the world and am struggling 
to find value within myself and my work. 

Environmental factors: 3 is the Five of Dreams reversed; I am 
putting too much energy towards people who do not value or 
respect me. My first step could be working to change this ha bit. 
It may be difficult; however, the Three of Songs (celebration) 
in position 7 indicates it may be worth the struggle. 4 is The 
Sun; Focusing on where I find childlike joy in everyday life 
could be a powerful change for me and greatly enrich how I 
interact with my environment. 5 is The Page of Skins; It may 
be beneficial to spread my energy out and experiment to find 
where my work is most valued and I'm most happy. 6 is the 
Knight of Songs; I may need to focus on establishing stronger 
emotional boundaries in order to navigate my environment. 

Body/ Mind/ Spirit: Body is Three of Songs; How can I nurture 
and celebrate my physical, capable body? How can I be sure 
I am taking the time to care for my physical needs? Mind is 
Two of Dreams; Am I able to approach my situation without 
judgement? How are my thoughts affecting my ability to 
appreciate the moment? Spirit is Ace of Skins; What daily 
practices will help to direct my energy? Have I clearly stated 
my goal so that I have a clear way to reach it? 



Your Strength/Your Weakness: Strength is Queen of Dreams 
reversed; I can rely on my strength in self-exploration to reach 
my goal of finding ways to slow down and appreciate myself 
and the world around me. Weakness is Six of Songs reversed; 
Settling into comfort is how I avoid challenges when I should 
use it as a way to genuinely recover and heal. Because this 
whole row is reversed, I drew an additional card for clarity 
on what needs to be resolved in order to move forward. 
Clarity card: Four of Honey; I need to work on my struggle 
with sharing resources. I am so busy giving all my energy to 
support others that I do not keep enough to power my own 
inner work. Finding a balance will be a difficult but necessary 
thing for me to learn. 

Advice; The Devil. I need to remember that doing the work 
to break out of my current habit will empower me. I need to 
take a hard look at myself to find that power again. 
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EXAMPLE PATHWAYS FOR THIS READING 

Path One. 3 (Five of Dreams reversed); 7 (Three of Songs); 
10 (Queen of Dreams reversed); 12 (The Devil). My first step 
is changing my environment by giving my energy to people 
who value and respect me. My next step is finding a way to 
recharge and nurture myself physically in order to do this, I 
will go swimming in the ocean or walk to the ocean once a 
week until it becomes a habit. Then I will use my strength 
of introspection to work on building my own self-esteem. 
Reassuring myself of my own value in this way and building 
these healthy habits will help me to slow down and appreciate 
how capable I am. This will be a difficult path, and I must 
beware of falling back into comfortable but harmful habits of 
giving my energy to people who don't value me. 

Path Two. 5 (Page of Skins); 8 (Two of Dreams); 11 (Six of 
Songs reversed); 12 (The Devil). My first step is experimenting 
with what I focus my energy on in order to find out where my 
impact is most valued. While experimenting I will do my best 
to be non-judgemental. If I have preconceived notions of how 
an interaction might go, I will take note of those thoughts 
and continue forward with an open mind. When making my 
choices about what environments seem to work best for me, 
I will take into mind the difference between uncomfortable 
situations that are ultimately beneficial, and comfortable 
situations that lead me to stagnation or back to old habits. My 
empowerment will come from being able to make the decision 
of where I am most valued from an informed standpoint. 



DREAM INTERPRETATION 

I have always had vivid dreams and I love exploring them 
with tarot. This flexible spread can be used with any dream 
to interpret the potential meaning behind it. I recommend 
this as a self-reading spread, as dream symbols tend to be 
more personal than universal and you will have the best 
understanding of your own inner world. However don't let 
that stop you from using it to help others interpret their 
dreams; just be vigilant that you're not projecting your own 
ideas onto the querent's dreams and are instead guiding them 
through their own exploration. 

With this spread it may help to have the dream written 
down and to identify the most meaningful symbols. These 
symbols don't always need to be "physical" things, such as 
a character in your dream. You can also interpret the way 
you felt about the dream, your reaction to events within the 
dream, the events themselves, or any other detail that feels 
significant to vou. 
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LAYO UT 

Card 1 is the Overall Feeling or Theme: Pull one card to 
represent the dream as a whole. 

Cards 2+ are additional cards are pulled for each symbol, 
character, or event that seems significant to the dream. You 
can pull as many cards as needed. 

EXAMPLE 

The Dream: I had a dream about my room filling with water. 
The water was full of tropical fish and I tried to catch them 
in my hands. 

The overall theme; The Moon: The overall theme of the dream 
is creativity and wildness. It's about allowing different parts of 
myself to exist without labels and breaking away from what's 
expected. 

My room; Six of Honey: My room represents an environment 
that provides me with all of my needs. 



The water; Two of Songs: The water represents a form of 
harmonious communication. With thethemebeingrepresented 
by The Moon, I think the water represents communication 
from deeper and stranger parts of my psyche. 

The fish; Temperance: The fish represent wild emotions that 
can not be controlled, only guided. 

Trying to catch the fish; Eight of Songs: I am trying to contain 
my wild emotions in order to control my reality. 
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* 
** *** ** * 



SHADOWS ELF 

Inspired by the Jungian concept of "The Shadow", this 
spread allows you to explore your own truths, what you' re 
denying, and parts of your identity that may be hard to confront. 
This is a spread I only ever use for myself as it has the potential 
to be very personal, though sometimes partnering up with a 
close friend, so that you both conduct your own individual 
readings and discuss them afterwards, can provide additional 
support and insight. 
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LAYO UT 

Card 1 is The Shadow; What I'm avoiding/repressing/denying. 

Card 2 asks Who was I in the past that I no longer am? 

Card 3 asks What skin must still be shed because it is untrue? 

Card 4 asks How has my Shadow been affecting me and my 
relationship with myself? 

Card 5 asks How has it affected my relationship with others? 

Card 6 asks How can I engage with and integrate the Shadow? 

Card 7 asks Why does the Shadow have such power over me? 

Card 8 asks What is the benefit of making this shift? 

Card 9 asks What's holding me back? 

Card 10 asks When my Shadow is transformed or integrated, 
who will I be? 



EXAMPLE 

1. King of Skins: I'm avoiding stepping into a position of 
creative leadership and denying confidence in myself I often 
reject people's belief in my abilities. 

2. Four of Songs: I'm no longer a discontent person. I feel 
like I'm much better at seeing all my options and taking 
action. But why am I not taking action now even when I can 
see my options? 

3. Page of Songs: I'm no longer naive or inexperienced 
when it comes to confronting emotional choices. I can no 
longer pretend I am inexperienced as a means to avoid 
taking on responsibility. 

4. Eight of Dreams: I am afraid of stepping into a leadership 
role and the responsibility it comes with. The fear that I will 
be a poor leader has turned into anxiety that hounds me. The 
anxiety gets worse the more I avoid stepping into this role. 

5. The Chariot: Because I've been rejecting people's belief in 
my abilities and have been avoiding my role as a leader, I've 
been creating an environment where people Jack direction, 
doubt themselves, and struggle to work together. 

6. Nine of Skins: I can engage with this shadow by summoning 
my determination and finding ways to empower myself. I 
need to trust in my abilities, and believe that I will be able to 
navigate through challenging times. 
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7 Five of Skins: The shadow has such power over me because 
I can not move forward in my life without embracing my 
confidence and ability to lead others. Until I am able to fully 
accept these parts of myself I will feel stuck and directionless. 

8. Queen of Skins: The benefit of having confidence in 
myself and stepping into a leadership role will be having clear 
direction, realizing my passions, and feeling empowered to 
follow those passions. 

9. The Hanged Man: I'm being held back by my current 
perception of what it means to be a leader. I need to find a 
new perspective. 

10. The High Priestess: When I do accept this new role and 
find my confidence I will be someone who has a much easier 
time finding answers I need deep within myself when I feel 
unsure or Jost. 



THE SKETCHBOOK 

I'm often asked where I get my inspiration, but inspiration 
is only the smallest spark of what makes a painting. Each piece 
of art in this deck was nurtured with hours of brainstorming, 
sketches, studies, and carefully selected color palettes. I want 
to give you an honest look into my process, so these sketches 
are presented as close to my actual sketchbook pages as 
possible. I hope that sharing this intimate look at how I work 
enriches the magic behind the Blood Moon Tarot. 

Many ideas went through vast changes between their 
initial sketch and the final painting. My process often begins 
with attempts to capture emotions. As I explore an idea, 
layers of personal symbolism are added through sketching and 
writing. Eventually the image crystalizes as the final drawing. 
I then create color studies to pick a palette, and begin my 
work on the final painting. 

Coming up with color palettes is one of my favorite parts 
of painting. I worked primarily in watercolor for the tarot 
deck. In each of the Major Arcana cards I used one pigment 
made from real gemstones or a special pigment. This was 
fun, but became less important to my vision of the deck as I 
progressed on it. The special paints are as follows: 
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The Fool, sleeping beauty turquoise 

The Magician, rhodonite 

The High Priestess, black tourmaline 

The Empress, amethyst 

The Emperor, green apatite 

The Hierophant, lapis lazuli 

The Lovers, garnet 

The Chariot, blue apatite 

Strength, rhodonite 

The Hermit, sugilite 

The Wheel, hematite 

Justice, garnet 

The Hanged Man, serpentine 

Death, mayan blue 

Temperance, serpentine 

The Devil, black tourmaline 

The Tower, black tourmaline 

The Star, sugilite 

The Moon, kyanite 

The Sun, blue apatite 

Judgement, kyanite 

The World, quartz 
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THANK YOU ... 
To my dearest friends, family, patrons, and early backers who 

generously supported the creation of my dream project. I'm excited to 
see how the Blood Moon Tarot's story continues now that it's in your 
han.ds. Jf you have any stories, reviews, or love for the deck you'd like 
to send my way you can contact me at sam@samguay.com and find 
me on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook @samguayart. 

Thank you to Heather Nichols, for feeding my love of Tarot and 
being my muse for The Empress. To Jabari Weathers, Jennifer Flint, 
Meghann Louie-Heintel, Ellamarie Fitzgerald Quimby, and many 
others who have inspired cards in this deck with their friendship 
and wisdom. To Iris Compiet, Emerald Barkley, Jennifer Hrabota 
Lesser, Shannah McQueen, Tawny Fritz, and Annabelle Lewis for 
their feedback and encouragement. To Michael Lucero for doing a 
hefty chunk of editing. To my parents, for allowing the decks to take 
over their garage and basement. And to Harry, for never doubting my 
abilities even when I did. 




